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The PIV Card incorporates a single mechanism for both authenticating the cardholder and 151 expressing explicit user action: entry of the user PIN. 
165
The following sections identify possible architectures for systems that use the DSK, and define 166 the minimum security objectives and controls that constitute explicit user action for the PIN 167 ALWAYS access condition of the DSK.
169

Architectures
170
There are two basic configurations for a PIV compliant system that leverages the DSK:
171
(1) A computing system can be designed so that the PIN is never exposed to the operating 172 system, middleware, or applications. The components of this system are the host 173 computer with an external smart card reader with keypad, and the PIV Card. In this case,
174
the PIN is submitted from the user "directly" to the PIV Card. The application or 175 operating system cannot cache the PIN so enforcing the PIN ALWAYS requirement is 176 sufficient to confirm explicit user action for each DSK private key operation.
177
(2) A computing system can be designed so that the PIN is entered via the host computer's 178
keyboard. The components of this system are the host computer system with an internal 179 or external smart card reader without keypad, and the PIV Card. In this case, the PIN is 180 entered into the keyboard and is processed by the operating system, middleware, or 181 application before submission to the PIV Card.
182
In configuration (1), it is the external reader's responsibility to ensure that the PIN is supplied to 183 the PIV Card as a result of an explicit action. In configuration (2), the host system software, in 184 combination, has the responsibility to ensure that the PIN is supplied to the PIV Card as a result
185
of an explicit action.
186
The following section specifies implementation guidelines for PIV system components.
187
Minimum Security Objectives & Controls
188
This section specifies minimum security controls and objectives for system implementations that 189 leverage the DSK to ensure that each presentation of the PIN represents an explicit user action. 
199
(2) PIN entry is performed using the host system, and the operating system, middleware, and 200 all applications are configured so that the PIN is never cached.
201
In combination with the PIV Card's native controls, both solutions confirm user action for each 202 DSK private key operation simply by enforcing the PIN ALWAYS requirement. 
